LIFE IS A LIMITED TIME OFFER.

IF YOU HAVE ONE, USE IT.
SHARE IT. DON’T WASTE IT.
THERE’S NO WARRANTY.
NO RETURN POLICY.
HERE IS A GIFT FOR YOU, THE LIVING:
A PLACE TO PURSUE THE MOMENTS
THAT GIVE MEANING.
THE MOMENTS OF INDELIBLE AWE.
FOR LIFE IN EVERY FORM,
HERE WAS CREATED BANFF AND LAKE LOUISE.

THIS PLACE IS ALIVE. ARE YOU?

BRAND GUIDE
4

ALIVE IS INSPIRED
BY LIFE AROUND IT
Good brands have personality. Great ones
have a story that unites partners and puts
a purpose behind every initiative. Rather
than what you do, the brand story is why
you do it.

ALIVE IS A FEELING
Banff and Lake Louise is not a physical
product; it’s an emotional awakening.
It’s as big and dynamic as the spaces it
represents, and is designed to inspire the
indelible feeling of being Alive in everyone
who experiences it.

ALIVE IS INSPIRED

ALIVE IS ORGANIC
Alive delivers natural inspiration as a living
Organic Brand.

ALIVE IS ALL OF US
From mountain castles to mountain top
moments, Alive unites every aspect of
Banff and Lake Louise. It connects
champagne powder with champagne
celebrations, and creates the harmonized
spirit that brings them all to life.

THIS BRAND IS ALIVE, ARE YOU?
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These places are enormous, shaped by
countless centuries of natural forces.
They’re full of living elements that change
with every step, every day, every season
and every time you return.
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UNDERSTANDING ALIVE
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BRAND TRUTH

BRAND TONE

BRAND STORY

At our highest level, what do we offer?
What can we credibly give visitors
that’s above and beyond anywhere else?
What is our unique difference?

How we speak and act is a combination
of historic and timeless, prestigious and
pioneering, adventurous and exciting.
This gives the destination a balanced
essence of Classic and Inspired.

Life is a limited time offer.

It’s providing moments of Indelible Awe.
The rare experience that hits so hard, it
stays with you forever. In Banff National
Park, these life-changing moments are born
from a seemingly inexhaustible supply.
It’s a sudden connection between people
and the natural world that instantly brings
both to life. It’s real, overwhelming and
unforgettable. And it is the unique point of
difference for Banff and Lake Louise.

CLASSIC:
is timeless, historic, valuable, highly
regarded, important, relevant and
in-demand today and in the future.
Classics evolve to maintain relevance
and avoid becoming relics of a
bygone era.

INSPIRED:
as an organization, individuals, and two
towns, we are inspired to succeed, pioneer,
and enjoy our amazing natural resources.
We innovatively evolve to stay fresh in our
ideas and actions. With the wonder of
Banff and Lake Louise as our inspiration,
we are full of pride and excitement to share
them with the world.

If you have one, use it. Share it.
Don’t waste it. There’s no warranty.
No return policy.
Here is a gift for you, the living: a place to
pursue the moments that give meaning.
The moments of indelible awe.
For life in every form, here was created
Banff and Lake Louise.
This place is alive. Are you?

BRAND POSITIONING
The internal foundation
of Brand Tone and
Brand Truth supports the
external message of
Brand Positioning.
From this, Alive forms
the unique, credible and
sustainable brand benefit in
the mind of the consumer.

Understanding Alive — 7

FPO

BRAND ATTRIBUTES
From the summary of visitor interviews,
we used their own words to identify the
audience’s needs, and how our brand
attributes satisfy them the most.
For operators, we can’t be all attributes
100% of the time, but the experiences
offered can reflect varying degrees
of each.

ALIVE IS
UPLIFTING:

ALIVE IS
ACCESSIBLE:

ALIVE IS
VIBRANT:

ALIVE IS
JAW-DROPPING:

ALIVE IS
PROTECTED:

ALIVE IS
TRULY CANADIAN:

delivering the need
for mind, body, and
spirit Rejuvenation.

answering the
need for arrivals,
departures and
rewarding activity
plans with Ease.

reflecting the need
to have a holistic
experience and
avoid boredom
through Opportunity.

acknowledging the
horizon expanding
need for exploration
of this world and
its rewarding
Discoveries.

satisfying the need
for connections
to landscape, air,
water and wildlife
that shows Purity.

resonating the
need to amaze
friends and family
in exchange
for authentic
Recognition.

Understanding Alive — 8

LOGOS
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ORGANIC BRANDING
Banff and Lake Louise deserves a brand
that is true to the nature it protects. It
needs a brand that leaves an undeniable
impression and inspires the unforgettable
feeling of being Alive.

TWO PLACES IN ONE
An ampersand should be used when
referring to “Banff & Lake Louise Tourism”.
If Banff and Lake Louse are referred to as
places in body copy, then the word “and”
should be used. When referring to Banff and
Lake Louise as in an acronym, there should
be no ampersand, e.g. BLLT.

Logos — 11

USAGE
PRIMARY
Usage in website, primary merchandise,
digital advertising, film/ video applications,
long-haul Canada, international.
Although the angles are provided under
each logo, they are locked in their EPS
format and should not be ever altered in any
way, shape or form.
Interchangeable with all logos in
small applications. See page 15 for
space considerations.

LOGOS CAN NOT BE ROTATED

-15° ANGLE

-20° ANGLE

Logos — 12

COLOUR
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ALIVE WITH COLOUR
Like Banff and Lake Louise itself,
Alive offers a dynamic range of colour.

PMS 520
CMYK 67 95 4 16
HEX #642F6C

PMS 279
CMYK 68 34 0 0
HEX #418FDE

PMS 3285
CMYK 98 0 59 0
HEX #009681

PMS 319
CMYK 59 0 22 0
HEX #2DCCD3

PRIMARY PALETTE

PMS 376
CMYK 54 0 100 0
HEX #84BD00

PMS 7549
CMYK 0 22 100 2
HEX #FFB500

PMS 166
CMYK 0 76 100 0
HEX #E35205

PMS 7621
CMYK 0 98 91 30
HEX #AB2328

SECONDARY PALETTE

Backgrounds

Support
Text

WEB COLOUR PALETTE

RGB 100 47 108
HEX #642F6C

RGB 65 143 222
HEX #418FDE

RGB 132 189 0
HEX #84BD00

RGB 255 181 0
HEX #FFB500

RGB 227 82 5
HEX #E35205

RGB 241 241 239
HEX #F1F1EF

RGB 102 102 102
HEX #666666

Colour — 18

PRIMARY LOGOS AND COLOURS
The brand is anchored in
two primary colours.

PREFERRED

Each primary colour is assigned
to a logo.

GRIZZLY

MAPLE

1

1

Preferred for usage
on photography.
Limited use on
primary colour fields.

Preferred for usage
on photography.
Limited use on
primary colour fields.

WHITE

LIMITED USE

GRIZZLY

MAPLE

2

2

For colour usage
& limited use on
photography.

For colour usage
& limited use on
photography.

PMS 520

VERY
LIMITED USE

WHITE

PMS 279

GRIZZLY

MAPLE

3

PMS BLACK 7

3

Limited usage
in B/W only.

Limited usage
in B/W only.

PMS BLACK 7

Colour — 19

PHOTOGRAPHY
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ALIVE IS REAL
Real life is a series of unscheduled,
fleeting moments. But somehow, the
majority of images we see are made with
orchestrated poses and synthetic pauses
that yield completely un-lifelike results.
To stay connected with the honest feeling
of the brand, our photography will always
strive for realism over perfection. Our goal
is to feel unrehearsed, spur-of-the-moment
and authentically Alive. And above all, to
capture the fleeting moments that stay
with us forever.

AUTHENTIC PRINCIPLES
We will strive to show:
• Natural connections to surroundings.
• Natural movement that’s part of activity.
• Natural expressions, with no
camera engagement.
• Natural connections between people
and the environment.
• Natural attraction that makes the
viewer want to be part of it.
• Natural, unforgettable moments of 		
indelible awe.

Photography — 22

EXAMPLE PRINCIPLES
Dramatic lighting and atmosphere with
natural textures.
Natural movement and emotions.
Subjects are engaged in activity, not posed
or consciously performing for the camera.
Showcases rich, natural landscapes while
illustrating scale.
Focus on people without disconnecting
from setting.
Authentic natural colours that are true to
nature’s vivid palette.

Photography — 23

ALIVE IS REAL
Therefore avoid anything that
is contrived, or alters the
authenticity of a photo.

AVOID WATERMARKS

AVOID HEAVY FILTERS

AVOID LONG EXPOSURE

AVOID HEAVILY POSED/STAGED

AVOID HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE (HDR)

AVOID HEAVY PHOTOSHOPPING

AVOID FISH-EYE LENS

Photography — 24

ALIVE IS ORGANIC
Showcase natural moments
and nature’s colour palette.

SHOW NATURAL CONNECTIONS
TO SURROUNDINGS

SHOW NATURAL
CONNECTIONS WITH PEOPLE

SHOW INDELIBLE AWE – IT MAKES
YOU WANT TO BE PART OF THE MOMENT

Photography — 25

VOICE
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FPO

ALIVE IS A LANGUAGE
As a living guide for this brand, how you
speak becomes a unifying echo of our
collective personality. Anchored in the
feeling of being Alive, this harmonious tone
follows emotional considerations that only
a living, thinking creature can understand.

ALIVE IS URGENT.
Alive is urgent. It actively encourages travel
now to prevent regret later. Headlines and
copy should immediately awaken the travel
gene and make people stop and realize they
need to be here immediately.

ALIVE IS INSPIRATIONAL.
Our tone invites viewers to join in these
places, step out of the structure of their
daily life, and become a part of life in
Banff and Lake Louise.

ALIVE IS EMOTIONAL.
Our messages appeal to the audience’s
feelings, and leaves the viewer to find
their own deeper meaning within them.

ALIVE IS A PERSONAL CHALLENGE.
It asks people to champion the possibilities
of their existence by seeing these places
with their own eyes, and proving they’re
Alive in the process.

Voice — 49

CONTACT
For more information:
Consumer Marketing Team
Banff & Lake Louise Tourism
marketing@banfflakelouise.com
banfflakelouise.com
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